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Downy mildew resistance is genetically mediated
by prophylactic production of phenylpropanoids in hop
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Abstract
Downy mildew in hop (Humulus lupulus L.) is caused by Pseudoperonospora humuli and
generates significant losses in quality and yield. To identify the biochemical processes
that confer natural downy mildew resistance (DMR), a metabolome- and genomewide association study was performed. Inoculation of a high density genotyped F1
hop population (n = 192) with the obligate biotrophic oomycete P. humuli led to variation in both the levels of thousands of specialized metabolites and DMR. We
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observed that metabolites of almost all major phytochemical classes were induced

6

related with DMR and these were enriched with phenylpropanoids. These metabo-
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48 hr after inoculation. But only a small number of metabolites were found to be corlites were also correlated with DMR when measured from the non-infected control
set. A genome-wide association study revealed co-localization of the major DMR loci
and the phenylpropanoid pathway markers indicating that the major contribution to
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resistance is mediated by these metabolites in a heritable manner. The application of
three putative prophylactic phenylpropanoids led to a reduced degree of leaf infection in susceptible genotypes, confirming their protective activity either directly or as
precursors of active compounds.
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

Wei, & Li, 2018; Krajnovic et al., 2019; Krajnovic, Kaluderovic,
Wessjohann, Mijatovic, & Maksimovic-Ivanic, 2016) and phytoestrogenic

Hop, Humulus lupulus L., is a dioecious perennial member of the

properties (Possemiers et al., 2006; Stevens & Page, 2004; Wilhelm &

Cannabaceae family (Neve, 1991). Its female flowers (cones) are mainly

Wessjohann, 2006). Diverse factors, such as a high degree of heterozy-

used in beer brewing as a flavouring as well as bittering agent because

gosity, dioecy and obligate outcrossing, a poorly understood gender-

of the high abundance of secondary metabolites, including bitter

determination system and a large genome size of 2.7 Gbp (Padgitt-Cobb

acids, terpenes and polyphenols (De Keukeleire et al., 2003; Cleemput

et al., 2019), contribute to the difficulty of hop breeding (Darby, 2006;

et al., 2009; Kavalier et al., 2011). In addition, numerous compounds

Easterling et al., 2018; Neve, 1991; Zhang et al., 2017).

make hops a source of pharmaceuticals in modern applications, with

Pseudoperonospora humuli, the causal organism of hop downy

activity against metabolic syndromes (Cleemput et al., 2009; Miranda

mildew (DM), is an obligate biotrophic oomycete pathogen and has

et al., 2018), anti-cancer (Farag & Wessjohann, 2013; Jiang, Sun, Xiang,

been a serious threat in recent years (Gent, Cohen, & Runge, 2017;
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Neve, 1991). Especially in humid hop-growing areas, it is one of the

pathogen response on a biochemical and molecular level. The identifi-

most severe diseases that lead to losses in yield and quality, and cur-

cation of SNP markers and secondary metabolites associated with

rent control of DM mainly depends on the use of pesticides or copper,

(and predictive for) DMR contributes to an increase in the knowledge

as well as the planting of resistant genotypes.

of disease resistance mechanisms. Our results show that DMR in hop

Resistance to DM appears to be under quantitative genetic con-

is primarily conferred by at least two loci regulating the abundance of

trol in hop (Neve, 1991), and QTLs linked to DMR were identified

phenylpropanoids among 192 siblings in a hop bi-parental mapping

with a high-density single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genetic

family. The protective activity of phenylpropanoids against DMR was

map by Henning et al. (2015). Neither the infection process of

further confirmed in a bioassay. A global analysis of metabolite-DMR

P. humuli nor the underlying biochemical resistance mechanism

correlations between a non-infected and an infected set revealed that

against DM has yet been elucidated. However, the mechanism of

resistance is established per se, prior to infection with the pathogen.

resistance against DM infection in grapevine caused by Plasmopara
viticola has been investigated using metabolomics, transcriptomics
and proteomics (Ali et al., 2012; Batovska et al., 2009; Becker

2

MATERIAL AND METHODS

|

et al., 2013; Chitarrini et al., 2017; Legay et al., 2011; Milli et al.,
2012). It has been reported that grapevine lacks a P. viticola-specific

2.1

|

Mapping population

recognition system (Gaspero, Cipriani, Adam-Blondon, & Testolin,
2007) and that an activation of a successful inducible defence mecha-

A mapping population was produced by crossing the DM-resistant

nism cannot occur (Legay et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2018; Perazzolli

line “Yeoman” (female, Neve, 1991) with the DM-susceptible line

et al., 2012; Polesani et al., 2008; Su et al., 2018; Vannozzi, Dry,

“USDA21588m” (male, USDA, 2018). The parents were grown in

Fasoli, Zenoni, & Lucchin, 2012). According to Chitarrini et al. (2017),

2014 for 150 days in an experimental nursery in Yakima, WA, USA,

Nascimento et al. (2019) and Negrel et al. (2018), specified metabo-

until flowering occurred, and pollination was conducted by cross-

lites seem to be associated with the defence response.

pollination. After 60 days, seeds were collected.

Antimicrobial phenolic metabolites contribute to resistance

After stratification for 6 weeks at 4 C, seeds were germinated in

against various pathogens (Chong, Poutaraud, & Hugueney, 2009;

moist Jiffy pots (Jiffy, 44 mm) and grown in an incubator (DR-66VL,

Dixon, 2001; Dixon & Paiva, 1995) by inhibiting germination and

CLF PERCIVAL). One hundred and ninety-two F1 genotypes (males

growth as well as membrane permeabilization (Toffolatti, Venturini,

and females, undetermined) were randomly selected. The plants were

Maffi, & Vercesi, 2012; Weidenbach et al., 2014). Such metabolites

cultivated at 130 μmol/m2/s, 18 C during the day (16 hr) and 16 C at

are also the precursors of lignin, which acts as a general barrier for

night (8 hr) with a relative humidity of 75%.

pathogen progression into the cell wall (Vogt, 2010; Wang, Chantreau,
Sibout, & Hawkins, 2013; Whetten & Sederoff, 1995). Studies on
the role of phenylpropanoids in the defence response identified

2.2

|

Cloning and fertilization of seedlings

metabolites altered in response to infection with pathogens such as
Verticillium longisporum (König et al., 2014), Botrytis cinerea or Pseudo-

Seedlings were cloned 7 weeks after germination. Sterile softwood

monas syringae (Camañes, Scalschi, Vicedo, González-Bosch, & García-

wedges (102 cell counts per tray, Oasis) were used for propagation

Agustín, 2015). In grapevine, infection with oomycetes led to an

into two identical sets, one for infection and one for mock treatment.

accumulation of stilbenes and specific gene expression responses in

After 4 weeks, cuttings were repotted into 5 × 5-cm pots using steril-

resistant genotypes (Figueiredo et al., 2012; Malacarne et al., 2011;

ized and steamed potting soil. To stimulate axillary meristem growth

Vannozzi et al., 2012).

and root development apical growth, tips were pinched aseptically

In hop, chemical powdery mildew resistance markers have been

after two sets of leaves were developed. Plants were fertilized by

investigated in the past (Cerenak, Kralj, & Javornik, 2009). By testing

applying 500 ml N/P/K- ratio of 8/8/6 in a 0.2% concentration

extremely susceptible and resistant cultivars, resistance-related metab-

(Kamasol brilliant blau) directly into each tray 20 and 35 days after

olites (e.g., santalene, germacrene-D, or alpha-selinene) were identified

cloning.

because the elevation of their contents coincided inversely with the
occurrence of powdery mildew infection. Thus far, untargeted metabolomics in hop has mainly been performed for the discrimination of
cultivars (Farag, Mahrous, Lübken, Porzel, & Wessjohann, 2014; Farag,

2.3 | Isolation and infection with
Pseudoperonospora humuli

Porzel, Schmidt, & Wessjohann, 2012), genetic effects (Gatica-Arias
et al., 2012), or medicinal properties (Farag, Weigend, Luebert,

An aggressive P. humuli isolate from Wye Hops, Ltd, U.K. was selected

Brokamp, & Wessjohann, 2013), but has not been applied for the eluci-

and cultivated using the susceptible cultivar “Hallertauer Mittelfrüh”

dation of biochemical resistance mechanisms against diseases

(Biendl et al., 2014) as host. Seven weeks after cloning, when the

such as DM.

majority of plants were in the BBCH 19 stage (Rossbauer, 1995), inoc-

The primary objective of this research was the integration of

ulation with P. humuli was applied. Incubator conditions were set to

metabolomic, phenotypic and genetic information to understand

16 C day (16 hr) and 15 C night (8 hr) temperature during the
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infection with 99% relative humidity to create ideal infection
conditions (Mitchell, Ocamb, Grunwald, Mancino, & Gent, 2011;

2.7 | High-resolution liquid chromatography-mass
spectrometry (LC–MS) analysis

Neve, 1991; Royle & Thomas, 1973). The sporangia were washed
from infected host leaves with 4 C cold deionized H2O. The abaxial

Randomized samples were re-solubilized in a maximum of 500 μl

leaf surfaces were inoculated with a suspension of P. humuli

100% methanol. Twenty-four hours prior to injection, 1.2 μl of extract

(ca. 1 × 105 sporangia/ml, adjusted with Neubauer hemocytometer)

were injected using an MPS2 autosampler (Gerstel). Analytes were

using a hand-held atomizer (reagent sprayer, CAMAG) until the whole

separated by UHPLC (1290 UHPLC, Agilent) using a C18-column at

leaf surface was covered with fine droplets. After inoculation, plants

50 C (50 mm length × 1 mm i.d., 1.8 μm particle o.d., Waters) with

were covered for 24 hr in darkness with lids to keep humidity as high

mobile phases of 0.1% formic acid in water (A), and 0.1% formic acid

as possible (Cohen & Eyal, 1980; Johnson & Skotland, 1985; Mitchell

in acetonitrile (B). The gradient was 0.5 min: 1% B, 1.75 min: 30% B,

et al., 2011; Royle & Thomas, 1971, 1973). Mock infection with

2.25 min: 60% B, 3.75 min: 90% B, 4 min: 99% B, 4.5 min: 99% B,

deionized H2O was applied to a replicate plant set including all

4.75 min: 1% B, 5 min: 1% B. The flow rate was 800 μl/min. MS spec-

192 genotypes. Five days post-infection, the conditions were ret-

tra were recorded with a Bruker Maxis HD mass spectrometer

urned to 18 C during the day (16 hr)/16 C during the night (8 hr), and

upgraded with a Maxis II detector (Bruker) at a frequency of 5 Hz

plants were covered with lids again inducing high humidity to optimize

from 100 to 1,500 m/z, dry temperature: 250 C, capillary voltage:

the secondary infection event (Mitchell et al., 2011).

4500/−3,000 (positive/negative mode), nebulizer pressure: 4 bar, dry
gas: 12 L/min, dry temperature: 250 C. Data were externally and
internally calibrated and exported as a net.CDF file as described previ-

2.4

|

Disease scoring

ously by Riewe, Wiebach, and Altmann (2017). MS/MS spectra were
collected from a pooled sample in auto-MS/MS mode using a sched-

Seven days post infection, visual disease scoring of the infected

uled precursor list (SPL). Of all potentially monoisotopic peaks from

set was performed three times in a random order in two independent

the profiling experiment, retention time (±1 s) and m/z (±20 mD) was

experiments. Five categories (Bundessortenamt, 2000) were used

extracted to create the SPL in a format applicable to the mass spec-

to score the DM infection (1 = highly tolerant, no sporulation;

trometer. If an m/z of a precursor scan matched to a feature in the

3 = tolerant, 1–20% of leaf area infected; 5 = medium infected,

SPL, an MS/MS spectrum was recorded during the following scan.

21–50% leaf area infected; 7 = susceptible, 51–80% leaf area
infected; 9 = highly susceptible, 81–100% leaf area infected). Due to
safety and quarantine rules, both parents (Yeoman, USDA21588m)

2.8

|

Raw data processing

could not be grown in the S1 area at the Leibniz-Institute for Plant
Biochemistry (IPB). Therefore, their disease score under phyto cham-

LC–MS chromatograms in net.CDF format were processed using “xcms”

ber conditions was calculated by interpolating the disease score of the

(Smith, Want, O'Maille, Abagyan, & Siuzdak, 2006; Kuhl, Tautenhahn,
Boettcher, Larson, & Neumann, 2012) and “CAMERA” as described pre-

mapping population and both parents under field conditions.

viously by Riewe et al. (2017). The initial peak tables had 37,386/20,899
(positive/negative mode) peaks. Peaks eluting between 4 and 270 s

2.5

|

Leaf sampling

after injection and peaks found in more than two blank extracts with a
median higher than half of the sample median (background) were dis-

Within 2 hr in the middle of the light period, three fully developed

carded. All m/z were modelled using annotation errors as described pre-

leaves per individual were frozen in liquid nitrogen 48 hr after inocula-

viously to increase mass accuracy. Peak areas were normalized to fresh



tion. The samples were stored at −80 C until extraction.

weight and median value per metabolite for each of the four extraction
batches. MS/MS spectra were processed exactly as described above.

2.6

|

Extraction of specialized metabolites
2.9

|

Peak annotation and representation analysis

Deep-frozen sample material was re-randomized and homogenized
using a robotic cryogrinder (Cryo Grinder, Labman Automation Ltd.) as

All m/z were queried against the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and

described previously (Wiebach, Nagel, Börner, Altmann, & Riewe, 2019).

Genomes (KEGG) database (Release 86.0, Kanehisa & Goto, 2000) as

150 ± 10 mg fresh weight leaves was extracted with 1.5 mL of methanol

[M+H]+ and adducts, including [M+Na]+, [M+CH3OH+H]+ (positive

by shaking for 15 min followed by 15 min of ultrasonification at 4 C

mode), [M-H]−, [M-H2O-H]− or [M+FA-H]− (negative mode), using

(Riewe et al., 2012, 2016). After 15 min of centrifugation at 20,800 rpm

KEGGREST (Tenenbaum, 2018). Sum formulae, KEGG-IDs, names,

at 4 C (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5417R, Eppendorf AG), 300 μl of the super-

reactions, pathways and BRITE annotations were retrieved for each

natant was aliquoted into LC–MS vials (CZT Trott) and dried for 3 hr at

identified m/z.



10 mbar in a speedvac (RVC 2-33, Martin Christ GmbH). The dried vials
were filled with argon and stored at −80 C until LC–MS analysis.

For validation of the peak annotation process, 45 reference compounds known to be present in hop were used as authentic standard
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(Table S1). In addition, MS/MS spectra of reference compounds and

2.14

|

SNP filtering and linkage grouping

all detected metabolites in the pool sample were considered for the
validation of the peak annotation.

SNPs with distorted segregation patterns were filtered out using Rqtl
(Broman, Wu, Sen, & Churchill, 2003). Markers of the F1 population
with heterozygosity only present in the maternal genotype (crossing

2.10

|

DM protection assay

scheme: Aa × AA) with minor allele frequencies (MAF) > 0.1 and no
missing data were selected. Markers containing single alleles with

Ten DM susceptible genotypes (ID 27, 31, 34, 43, 45, 46, 101,

unpredicted allele states among less than 5% of individuals were nev-

148, 156, 168, Table S2) were cloned and cultivated as described

ertheless kept in the study, but the allele was set to missing data. A

above to produce asymptomatic test plants.

maternal linkage map was constructed using the backcross (BC1) pop-

Fifty days after propagation, the abaxial leaf area of three repli-

ulation type in JoinMap (Van Ooijen, 2011). Markers were placed into

cates of each genotype were sprayed using a hand-held atomizer

linkage groups (LG) using default settings in JoinMap and a LOD value

(CAMAG, reagent sprayer) until the whole leaf was covered with fine

cut-off greater than 4.0. Applying the strongest cross-link (SCL)

droplets. Either protection (1 mM chlorogenic acid, p-coumaric acid

parameter supported the identification of proper LG assignments.

and coniferyl aldehyde, Sigma Aldrich) or mock solution (H2O) was

Ungrouped markers were combined into an additional LG (LG0).

applied, and 2 hr later they were sprayed with a P. humuli suspension

Cut-off number of SNPs to form an LG were set to >5 SNPs.

(1 × 105 sporangia/ml, adjusted with Neubauer haemocytometer) or

Unpredictable translocation events segregation distortion in hop

mock control (H2O) in 2 × 2 factorial design. An average of 3 ml of

(Easterling et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2017) does not allow a precise

the solution was sprayed onto the leaf surface. The average weight

ordering of markers within linkage groups. Therefore, markers within

of the leaf mass of a plant was 3 g, therefore, it can be assumed

LGs were arranged in ascending order according to their DMR associ-

that a 1:1 application (volume spray: weight of leaf material) was

ation p-value. This linkage grouping was used to display the coinci-

executed.

dence of DMR and metabolite associated markers within the

Seven days later, the plants were disease phenotyped as indicated

established linkage groups.

above.

2.15
2.11

|

|

Sequence analysis using BLAST

DNA extraction
DNA sequences were aligned to the Cascade hop reference genome

Approximately 50 mg leaf material was lyophilized and sent to LGC

(Padgitt-Cobb et al., 2019) to construct contiguous scaffolds.

Genomics (Berlin, Germany) for further analysis. Total genomic DNA

Hotspots (100 kb) on scaffolds containing SNPs significantly associ-

for library construction and sequencing was isolated using the extrac-

ated with DMR were aligned to the plant unigene database at

tion method published by Xin and Chen (2012) with a subsequent

NCBI (NCBI, 2018) using BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool;

normalization step.

Altschul, Gish, Miller, Myers, & Lipman, 1990). The molecular function
of all homologs was manually inspected in the source organism
Arabidopsis thaliana to assess the candidate's potential involvement in

2.12 | Normalized genotyping by sequencing
(nGBS) using MslI

resistance to pathogens using “The Arabidopsis Information Resource”
(TAIR, release version 10, Lamesch et al., 2012).

Normalized Genotyping by Sequencing (nGBS) using MslI, data analysis and read pre-processing was executed using the protocol applied

2.16

|

Statistical analysis

in Maghuly, Pabinger, Krainer, and Laimer (2018). LGC provided quality trimmed 150 bp PE reads and quality trimming of adapter clipped

Metabolite data were log10-transformed for ANOVA testing and Box-

Illumina reads was executed according to Maghuly et al. (2018).

Cox-transformed (Box & Cox, 1964) for Pearson correlation testing
using R (R Core Team, 2018). Representation analysis of induction/
reduction of metabolites within KEGG BRITE classes was executed

2.13

|

GBS alignment and SNP discovery

using binomial testing as conducted previously (Wiebach et al., 2019).
False discovery rate corrections were applied as described by

Reads were aligned to the Cascade hop reference genome (Padgitt-

Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). A t-test was applied for the DMR

Cobb et al., 2019) using the Burrows-Wheeler Alignment tool (BWA;

protection assay. Overlap of DMR and phenylpropanoids was deter-

Li & Durbin, 2009). The pipeline for creating a variant call format (vcf)

mined using a chi2-test.

file was run with samtools and bcftools mpileup according to the

To investigate marker-trait association, the general linear model

workflow provided on the Samtools website “http://www.htslib.org/

(GLM) in TASSEL using default settings (Bradbury et al., 2007) was

workflow” (Li et al., 2009).

applied. False discovery rate (FDR) corrections were applied as
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described by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). A chi2 test was exe-

One or more KEGG sum formulae/structures were assigned to 512

cuted to test the association marker overlap of DMR and significantly

(positive) and 666 (negative) base peak m/z, and 259 (positive) and

DMR-correlated compounds in both treatments, infected and mock.

395 (negative) of these base peaks received a “phytochemical
compound” annotation. Table 1 lists the number of “phytochemical
compounds” tentatively detected two levels down the KEGG BRITE

2.17

|

Data deposition

compound-specific hierarchical relationships. While the detected
number of compounds relating to alkaloids, fatty acids and amino

Supporting Information Tables S3 and S4 are available from RADAR

acids data were low in both modes (< 15 per class), the number of fla-

(www.radar-service.eu) and can be accessed at https://dx.doi.org/10.

vonoids, phenylpropanoids and terpenoids was relatively high (> 60).

22000/319.

In general, there was consistency in the number of detected metabolites per class between positive and negative mode.

3

|

RESULTS

3.1 | Generation of a hop F1 mapping population
with genetic variation in DMR

3.3 | DM infection triggers a large mobilization
of specialized metabolites
Although no visible phenotypic differences between the infected and

192 F1 genotypes were produced from the cultivar “Yeoman” (resis-

control plants were observed 48 hr after infection, this time point was

tant, female) and the wild-type “USDA21588m” (susceptible, male) by

chosen because the earliest metabolic changes were detectable then

cross-pollination. In two independent experiments, replicated and syn-

in preceding studies on grapevine (Chitarrini et al., 2017; Toffolatti

chronized clones were grown for 7 weeks in an incubator. After this

et al., 2012). To test if a biochemical defence response 48 hr after infec-

period, one replicated set was inoculated with P. humuli, and another

tion was present, we compared the level of salicylic acid as a common

set was mock-inoculated with deionized H2O. After 7 days, the inocu-

metabolite related with defence response (validated by an authentic

lated set was phenotyped with respect to the degree of DM infection

standard, Table S1) between the infected and the mock set. On average,

(Figure S1) and displayed normally distributed large variation in the

the 192 infected plants contained 2.1 times more salicylic acid than

DMR scores (Figure S2 and Table S2). There was no significant differ-

their 192 mock controls (false discovery rate [FDR] = 5.8 × 10−34).

ence between the two replications according to ANOVA (p = 0.27).

From this relatively high degree of induction within the dataset (see

Broad-sense heritability was relatively high (h2 = 0.81), indicating

below and Figure 1a,b), we conclude that early molecular defence pro-

that genetic control over DMR is high and environmental influences

cesses are active and detectable at this time point after infection.

within the experiment were low. It was not possible to include

Subsequently, we tested all non-redundant features for differential

the F1 parents due to safety regulations, but based on field data, we

abundance using ANOVA. We found that the levels of 3,358 out of

can estimate that “Yeoman” would have a DMR score of 2.2 and

10,781 (31%, positive) and 2,109 out of 7,361 (29%, negative) base

“USDA21588m” a DMR score of 8.3 in this study (see material and

peaks were significantly altered between the infection and control set

methods for more details).

(Table 1 and Figure 1a,b). Of these, 2,825 (84%, positive) and 1,853
(88%, negative) base peaks were more abundant in the infection set.
This clear trend towards production of metabolites in response to infec-

3.2 | Untargeted profiling and annotation
of specialized metabolites

tion is even more evident for the base peaks with phytochemical annotation. One hundred and fifty-one (58%, positive) and 185 (46%,
negative) of these metabolites were altered (Table 1 and Figure 1c,d)

Leaf samples were taken from the infected and control set 2 days

and out of these, 143 (95%, both modes) and 179 (97%, negative)

after inoculation with P. humuli. Polar metabolites from all 384 samples

were more abundant in the infection set. The production of specialized

were extracted and analysed using LC–MS in both positive and nega-

metabolites was also found to be significant for all compound classes

tive mode. Per extract, 27,324 (positive mode, Table 1 and Table S3)

that could be tested using an FDR-corrected binomial test (>7 up- or

and 16,256 (negative mode, Table 1 and Table S4) redundant

down-regulations). Roughly one third of all compound classes, typically

chromatographic mass-to-charge (m/z) features were recorded and

the more abundant classes mentioned above, showed significantly more

remained after background subtraction, forming 10,781 (positive) and

metabolite inductions than reductions in both detection modes. Apart

7,361 (negative) non-redundant pseudospectra with base peaks likely

from the 20/10 (positive/negative) carotenoids and apocarotenoids, of

representing individual metabolites (Kuhl et al., 2012). All m/z were

which 4/2 (positive/negative) were found to be reduced upon infection,

queried against compounds in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and

there was not a single phytochemical class with significantly more com-

Genomes database (Kanehisa & Goto, 2000) with an error tolerance

pound reductions than elevations in the KEGG BRITE system. Notably,

of 0.5 ppm, but only annotations of monoisotopic base peaks with

six compounds with KEGG annotation of either coumaroyl-putrescine

an isotope pattern fit of <60 mSigma (Thiele, Mcleod, Niemitz, &

or feruloyl-putrescine were found among the 25 most reduced base

Kühn, 2011) are discussed below (Tables S3, S4 “Annotation filter”).

peaks in positive ion mode. Though known plant metabolites, these
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TABLE 1

MS processing

Feature type/annotation

Positive mode
Up/down/total

Negative mode
Up/down/total

m/z (after background subtraction)

8971/1330/27324***

4165/505/16256***

Pseudospectra/base peaks

2825/533/10781***

1853/256/7361***

Base peaks with KEGG annotations

265/20/512***

286/11/666***

KEGG BRITE phytochemical annotations

143/8/259***

179/6/395***

Alkaloids

4/2/12

4/1/5

Derived from ornithine

0/0/1

0

Derived from lysine

0/0/2

0/1/1

Derived from nicotinic acid

0

1/0/1

Derived from tyrosine

3/0/3

2/0/2

Derived from tryptophan and
anthranilic acid

3/2/8

3/1/4

Derived from histidine

0

0

Derived by amination reactions

0

0

Others

0

0

Flavonoids

42/0/75***

44/0/103***

Flavonoids

34/0/63***

34/0/82***

Isoflavonoids

16/0/23**

26/0/45***

Complex flavonoids

6/0/10

3/0/12

Phenylpropanoids

30/1/61***

37/1/91***

Monolignols

4/1/18

9/0/37*

Lignans

17/0/21**

24/0/40***

Coumarins

10/0/27*

19/1/38**

Shikimate/acetate-malonate derived

16/0/22**

8/0/16*

Stilbenoids

12/0/17*

4/0/12

Others

4/0/5

4/0/4

81/5/132***

127/4/255***

Terpenoids
Hemiterpenoids (C5)

0

0

Monoterpenoids (C10)

13/1/19*

22/0/54***

Sesquiterpenoids (C15)

29/0/43***

57/0/108***

Diterpenoids (C20)

42/0/58***

65/0/106***

Sesterterpenoids (C25)

0

0

Triterpenoids (C30)

15/0/28**

50/1/79***

Steroids

6/0/8

23/1/39***

Carotenoids and apocarotenoids

6/4/20

2/2/10

Others

0

0

22/1/37**

36/1/69***

Anthraquinones

8/0/11*

5/0/12

Pyrones

4/0/15

11/1/25*

Polyketides

Others
Fatty acids related compounds
Fatty acids
Amino acid related compounds

10/1/12*

21/0/34***

0/0/4

5/0/11

0/0/4

5/0/11

1/0/3

1/0/2

Betalains

0/0/1

0

Cyanogenic glucosides

1/0/1

0

Glucosinolates

0

0

Others

0/0/1

1/0/2
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TABLE 1

(Continued)

Feature type/annotation
Others

Positive mode
Up/down/total

Negative mode
Up/down/total

3/0/5

4/0/8

Naphthoquinones

0/0/2

1/0/2

Tannins and galloyl derivatives

0

0

Others

3/0/3

3/0/6

Correlated/total

Correlated/total

Pseudospectra/base peaks

177/10781

118/7361

Phenylpropanoids

4/61*

8/91***

Coumarins

3/27*

6/38***

Monolignols

3/18**

6/37***

Note: Differentially abundant features/annotations 48 hr after inoculation with Pseudoperonospora humuli and correlated to disease score 7 days after
inoculation.
*FDR-P < 0.05.
**FDR-P < 0.005.
***FDR-P < 0.0005.

compounds do not yet have a KEGG BRITE annotation; they are

resistance of hop against DM is, at least in part, executed by small mole-

amides of phenylpropanoids and the polyamine putrescine. While the

cules with protective properties.

fraction of significantly elevated phytochemical compounds is relatively
high, the magnitude of their accumulation is moderate. With very
few exceptions, the increase in abundance of elevated phytochemicals
was between 5 and 60% in both modes (Figure 1a–d) and reductions

3.5 | DMR is predictable from uninfected control
samples

were of lower magnitude. In conclusion, P. humuli elicits a broad
but unspecific production of specialized metabolites in the hop leaf

Analogous to the correlations calculated above within the infected

within 48 hr.

set, we also determined the correlations between DMR arising from
the infected plant set to the metabolite levels of the mock-infected
plant set 48 hr after mock inoculation. Unexpectedly, here too a com-

3.4 | DMR is correlated with a small set
of metabolites with putative protective function

parable number of metabolites correlated with DMR (28 positive,
82 negative, FDR < 0.1, Tables S3, S4) were identified, and the range
of R was similar (−0.37 to 0.31, Figure 1g,h, Y-axis). Figure 1f again

It appeared unlikely that all the (polar) metabolites found to be differen-

shows the correlation between ID p6197, this time determined in the

tial abundant in this untargeted study were involved in a stress response

mock-treated samples, to DMR in the infected sample set. It is the

role. We thus searched for metabolites protective against DM in a dose-

highest correlated metabolite out of 10,781 with the same degree of

dependent manner by calculating Pearson correlations between DMR

correlation as found within the infected set (R = 0.34). The possibility

scores 7 days after inoculation with P. humuli and each metabolite level

that these correlations were caused by a response of the control

in this set, sampled 5 days earlier, at 48 hr after inoculation. To account

plants to contamination with P. humuli can be excluded because they

for the differences in sampling time when connecting two different

showed no signs of DMR 7 days after mock inoculation. These results

data domains and the unavoidable inaccuracies connected with visual

provide evidence that DMR is dependent on the heritable metabolic

and categorical scoring of DMR, we raised the FDR to 0.1. However,

status in the hop leaf before or at the time of pathogen attack.

only 166 out of 10,781 (positive) and 55 out of 7,361 (negative) metabolites displayed significant correlations (FDR < 0.1) to DMR within the
infected set, with R ranging between −0.38 and 0.33 and a normal dis-

3.6

|

DMR is pre-established in hop

tribution centered around 0 (Figure 1g,h, X-axis). Figure 1e shows the
second strongest out of 10,781 correlations between a base peak

Motivated by the finding that p6197 exhibited the second highest cor-

(R = 0.34, ID = p6197 in Table S3) from the infected sample set to the

relation with DMR out of 10,781 values when measured in the infected

DMR score. The disease score is lower when the metabolite is more

set, and the highest when measured in the control set, we searched for

abundant, providing evidence for a putative protective function of this

such co-incidences systematically. By comparing the correlation coeffi-

metabolite against DMR. One hundred and thirty-four (positive) and

cients of the infected (RInfected) with the control set (RMock), we found

12 (negative) base peaks were negatively correlated with the disease

that there was an overall relationship between the putative protective

score. These correlations are in support of the hypothesis that the

metabolites detected by correlation analysis from the infected set and
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those found to be predictive from the analysis of the control set. As

p < 2.2 × 10−16, Figure 1g,h). Therefore, we conclude that protective

described above for p6197, many other base peaks found to be predic-

metabolites are pre-formed before P. humuli is inoculated, and to a large

tive in the mock control set were also protective at a comparable level

degree are responsible for DMR. This also applies in particular to metab-

in the infected set. There was a highly significant correlation between

olites with high potential protective activity considering their individual

RInfected and RMock independent of whether we tested metabolites col-

bioactivity profiles as know from literature (Chong et al., 2009;

lected in positive (R = 0.53, p < 2.2 × 10−16) or negative mode (R = 0.54,

Dixon, 2001; Dixon & Paiva, 1995).

F I G U R E 1 Pseudoperonospora humuli-induced
phytochemical response in the hop leaf, metaboliteto-DMR correlations and DMR protection assay. Log2fold changes of metabolites quantified in (a) positive
and (b) negative mode 48 hr after infection. Log2-fold
changes of metabolites with phytochemical
annotation in (c) positive and (d) negative mode.
Correlation between DMR 7 days after infection and
the power-transformed, scaled and centered ion count
of ID p6197, quantified in leaves 48 hr after infection
from the (e) infected plant set and the (f) mock treated
plant set. Correlation between the DMR-to-metabolite
correlation coefficients from the infected plant set
(RInfected) and the DMR-to-metabolite correlation
coefficients from the mock treated plant set (RMock) in
(g) positive and (h) negative mode; small black
points = base peaks, large red points = DMRcorrelated phenylpropanoids. n = 188/189 for
infected/mock in (a) and (c), 192/192 for infected/
mock in (b) and (d), 188 (e), 189 (f), 10,781 (g) and
7,361 (h)
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3.7 | Phenylpropanoids have the highest
DM-protective potential

to the peak intensity of an authentic standard, the median endogenous foliar concentration of p-coumaric acid is approximately 50 μM,
ranging from 10–100 μM. Due to the labor-intensiveness associated

An ANOVA led to no conclusive results with respect to compound

with protection testing, all three compounds were tested in combina-

classes involved in DMR because metabolites of virtually all phyto-

tion at a concentration of 1 mM each. They were sprayed 1:1 (spray

chemical classes were induced 48 hr after infection. We then

volume:plant leaf weight). This would lead to a maximal increase of

searched for compound classes with significantly enriched metabolites

the endogenous concentration in the range of one to two orders in

correlated to DMR. According to dose–response relationships, such

the case all p-coumaric acid would have been incorporated.

metabolites might possess direct biological activity against the patho-

The infection and phenotyping of DM infection were assessed

gen or its infection mechanism. All annotations belonging to the

using categories (1 = resistant, 9 = highly susceptible) as outlined in

KEGG BRITE classes two hierarchy levels downstream of “phyto-

the inoculation test. While sole application of the phenylpropanoid

chemical compounds” were tested for overrepresentation using a chi-

mix (Pro/Moc, Figure 2c,e) led to no detectable effects compared

square test. The sum of correlated base peaks (FDR < 0.1) determined

to control plants (Moc/Moc, Figure 2d,e), infection with P. humuli

in both infected and mock sets divided by the total number of base

(Moc/Inf) led to the expected development of DM.

peaks was used as probability. Strikingly, only phenylpropanoids and

In contrast, however, co-inoculation of P. humuli and the

the related coumarin and monolignol subclasses were significantly

phenylpropanoid mix (Pro/Inf) resulted in reduced leaf infection when

more often correlated with DMR than would be expected (Table 1,

compared to infected plants not treated with the phenylpropanoids

bottom). As shown in Figure 1g,h and in support of their putative

(Moc/Inf, p = 5.2 × 10−4), thus providing further independent evi-

beneficial role in DMR, these phenylpropanoids were almost exclu-

dence for their protective activity in combination – not excluding that

sively negatively correlated with the DM disease score (Figure S3

a single component may be responsible for most of the effect.

for phenylpropanoid levels in all genotypes). The availability, or even
direct biological activity, of phenylpropanoids plays a more relevant
role in DMR than other phytochemical compounds within the KEGG

3.9

|

DMR is controlled by two major loci

BRITE classification system.
The development of the genetic map requires a complete wholegenome chromosome assembly, which is currently not available for

3.8 | Application of a phenylpropanoid-cocktail
protects hop from DM

hop. In addition, most existing algorithms used in genetic mapping
were designed for inbred lines (e.g., Arabidopsis) but are not particularly suitable for hop with its heterozygous and extremely complex

Two of the most highly correlated phenylpropanoids were tested for

genome (Zhang et al., 2017). Therefore, a linkage grouping without

their protective activity against DM. Chlorogenic acid (positive mode:

ordering markers was preferred in this study over a genetic map with

p10896, p10893; negative mode: n4563, n4564) and coniferyl

a high probability of incorrect ordering.

aldehyde (positive mode: p3313) were the chosen candidates and

A linkage grouping using SNP markers was created using JoinMap.

inoculated alongside with P. humuli. In addition, p-coumaric acid was

Prior to calculation, SNP marker filtering was applied to eliminate

chosen as a third candidate, as it also strongly correlated with DMR

markers with distorted segregation and non-Mendelian segregation.

(positive mode: p2542, negative mode: n554, Table S3, S4). According

Two thousand and fifty non-redundant markers with a minor allele

F I G U R E 2 Phenotypic effects of the four conditions in the DM protection assay on genotype 168. (a) Moc/Moc. (b) Moc/Pro. (c) Inf/Moc.
(d) Inf/Pro. Pot size = 5 × 5 cm. (e) Candidate metabolites protection assay, Moc = H2O control for either protection or infection solution/
suspension, Pro = protection solution with 1 mM candidate metabolites, Inf = infection suspension with P. humuli. n = 10
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frequency (MAF) between 0.20 and 0.35 (Figure S4) on 175 scaffolds

coniferyl aldehyde/sinapyl alcohol (p3313, Tables S6 and S7). Only

were left for grouping within the maternal segregation type. After filter-

sinapoyl malate, cichoriin and esculin exhibited a significant overlap in

ing of SNPs, the linkage grouping was calculated. In the maternal group-

the mock set (n4072; Figure 2, Table 2). Therefore, the statistical test-

ing, 1,581 markers could be grouped within 16 linkage groups (LGs).

ing gave more evidence for a significant overlap of DMR and the pro-

Four hundred and seventy markers remained ungrouped and were

duction of phenylpropanoids at the same genetic loci.

assigned to one additional LG (LG 0). The distribution of markers across
LGs was unbalanced. The number of markers in the grouping varied
from a high number of 860 in LG 1 to six markers in LGs 11, 15 and 16.
All 2,050 markers were retained, and the general linear model

3.11 | A DMR/phenylpropanoid regulatory
candidate gene

(GLM) was used to assess DMR genotype–phenotype associations.
Four hundred and twenty significant markers (FDR < 0.05) grouped to

Significant DMR associated markers formed 17 physical hotspots

LG 1 and 246 ungrouped markers (LG 0) showed a significant associa-

(Data S1) on four scaffolds. These hotspots, defined as the region

tion to DMR across the mapping population (Figure 3, Table S5).

spanned by the significant markers ±50 kb, were BLAST-aligned.
Seventy-eight unique homologous genes were found within all hotspots. Three protein kinase genes from a gene family related to patho-

3.10 |
overlap

Genetic DMR and phenylpropanoid markers

gen resistance (Veronese et al., 2006) were found on hotspot 15 on
scaffold 002101F (Table 3).

Metabolite-marker associations were calculated for the 12 phenylpropanoids as described for DMR, and the significance of the over-

4

DI SCU SSION

|

lap between Phenylpropanoid and DMR marker was determined using
a chi2 test (Table 2). Three out of 12 compounds revealed a significant

4.1

|

DMR is a metabolic phenomenon

overlap with DMR association in both treatments. These are Fraxin
(n5122), 4-coumaryl alcohol/5-hydroxyconiferyl alcohol (n1121) and

We found a large proportion of metabolites (one out of three) to be
induced upon infection, but it appears unlikely that all of these molecules would directly or indirectly contribute to resistance. Previous
studies have shown that the level of phytohormones, such as jasmonic
acid and salicylic acid, are elevated upon infection (Guerreiro,
Figueiredo, Sousa Silva, & Figueiredo, 2016; Lakkis et al., 2019; Liu
et al., 2016) and that these hormones may trigger signalling pathways,
resulting in the production of specialized metabolites with a crucial
role in DMR, such as phenylpropanoids, flavonols, stilbenes and
stilbenoids (Batovska et al., 2009; Chitarrini et al., 2017). However,
these studies often relied on measurements of a limited number of
metabolites and may have overestimated the role of these metabolites within the entirety of the set of specialized metabolites present
in an untargeted metabolomics dataset. The establishment of a systemic acquired resistance response with little effect on the pathogen
may be a possible mechanism leading to the observed induction of
specialized metabolites (Kulkarni et al., 2016). However, we found no
indication of a protective activity of the induced specialized metabolites when comparing their variation with the resistance variation in
our hop test population. It is plausible that hop does not possess an
inducible and effective array of specialized metabolites against DM.

F I G U R E 3 Overlap of DMR and phenylpropanoid marker
associations. Black points = DMR-association−log10(P) in descending
strength from left to right for each linkage-disequilibrium (LD) block.
Phenylpropanoid-log10(P)-values are displayed as smoothed lines, blue
line = n1121, red line = p3313, green line = n5122, continuous
line = infected, dashed line = mock. The vertical line “FDR”
corresponds to the highest p-value passing the false-discovery
correction (FDR < 0.05, Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995)

4.2

|

DMR is largely prophylactic

A rather unexpected result of this study was the discovery that metabolite levels of uninfected plants are correlated with the degree of DMR of
a replicate set of infected plants. In fact, the concordance and comparable degree of correlation between DMR-correlated metabolites from
the infected and the mock datasets provides strong evidence that DMR
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TABLE 2
ID

Phenylpropanoids

rt

RInfected

RMock

χ2Mock

χ2Infected

Formula

KEGG structure

MS/MS
scana

MS/MS
validation

p11841

10.6

−0.24

−0.20

0.1736

0.6627

C16H18O10

Fraxin

n.a.

No

n4563

21.5

−0.15

−0.28

0.42

0.2299

C16H18O9

Chlorogenic/Neochlorogenic acidb

1

Yes

p10896

22.6

−0.25

−0.23

0.239

C16H18O9

Chlorogenic/Neochlorogenic acid

b

2

Yes

n4566

42.1

−0.25

−0.26

0.3837

0.7938

C16H18O9

Chlorogenic/Neochlorogenic acid

n.a.

No

p10893

47.7

−0.27

−0.25

0.4204

0.6627

C16H18O9

Chlorogenic/Neochlorogenic acidc

3

Yes

n4564

48.1

−0.21

−0.27

0.4843

0.7938

C16H18O9

Chlorogenic/Neochlorogenic acidc

4

Yes

n3624

48.5

0.25

0.14

0.2123

C15H18O8

cis-/trans-β-D-Glucosyl2-hydroxycinnamatic acid

5

No

NA

NA

n4500

52.0

−0.11

−0.23

0.7115

0.6627

C16H18O10

Fraxin

6

No

n5122

80.2

−0.17

−0.24

2.20E-16

9.36E-12

C16H18O10

Fraxin

n.a.

No

n1121

96.8

−0.20

−0.25

2.20E-16

2.20E-16

C9H10O2

4-Coumaryl alcohol

7

No

C10H12O4

5-Hydroxyconiferyl alcohol

7

No

n4072

98.2

−0.09

−0.25

2.30E-07

0.3289

C15H16O9

Sinapoyl malate/Cichoriin/Esculin

8

No

p3313

109.3

−0.24

−0.20

4.25E-12

2.20E-16

C10H10O3

Coniferyl aldehyde

9

No

C11H14O4

Sinapyl alcohol

9

No

Note: Correlation of phenylpropanoids extracted from either infected (RInfected) or control (RMock) plants 48 hr after treatment to DMR in plants 7 days
after infection (FDR < 0.1), and DMR overlap of association markers at DMR loci for both treatments mock (χ2Mock) and infected (χ2Infected).
Abbreviations: n, negative mode; n.a., no MS/MS spectrum recorded; p, positive mode.
a
Scan No. in Data S2.
b,c
The putative chlorogenic/neochlorogenic acids eluting at brt = 21–23 s and crt = 47–49 s in both modes are likely identical.

T A B L E 3 Candidate genes: Candidate genes in target organism Arabidopsis thaliana (Lamesch et al., 2012) on scaffold 002101F on the
Cascade hop variety reference genome (Padgitt-Cobb et al., 2019) containing SNPs associated with DMR
Gene
hit

Involved in

Query
start

Query
end

E-val

%ID

Probable serine/threonineprotein kinase

PIX7

Defence response, protein phosphorylation

203862

204380

3E-70

73.7

AT2G39660

Botrytis-induced kinase

BIK1

Defence response to fungus, innate immune
response, pattern recognition receptor
signalling pathway, protein
autophosphorylation

202060

202305

2E-42

61

AT3G09830

Pattern-triggered immunity
kinase

PCRK1

Defence response to bacterium, pattern
recognition receptor signalling pathway,
protein phosphorylation, regulation of
salicylic acid biosynthetic process,

203865

204164

9E-27

53

Gene model

Gene description

AT5G15080

is established per se. Less than 1% of all specialized metabolites dis-

Plasmopara viticola (Ma et al., 2018; Nascimento et al., 2019). This pres-

played significant correlations to resistance. The coefficients of correla-

ence of an insufficient defence mechanism in this species, in which the

tion may appear low, but it has to be taken into account that (a) DMR

transient activation of defence genes and proteins is neither fast nor

was scored 5 days after sampling for metabolites, (b) DMR was scored

robust enough to prevent the spread of the pathogen, has been pres-

visually and (c) DMR may not be conferred by the abundance of a single

ented (Figueiredo et al., 2012, 2017; Kortekamp, 2006; Perazzolli et al.,

metabolite as is common in plant defence (innate or induced). These

2012; Polesani et al., 2010).

metabolites were typically not induced upon infection (Tables S1 and
S2), again suggesting that resistance is not conferred by an inducible
response but rather by the abundance of particular metabolites prior to
a host-pathogen interaction. Such insufficient defence response has

4.3 | Phenylpropanoids are key protective
compounds

already been published in studies on grapevine that describe an inadequate up-regulation of genes encoding pathogenesis-related proteins or

Phenylpropanoids show the strongest correlative connection to DMR

enzymes that are part of phenylpropanoid pathways once infected with

of the entirety of hundreds of annotated specialized metabolites
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or thousands of unknown compounds with low polarity. The results

metabolic markers for compatible and incompatible interactions were

provide evidence for an important metabolic DMR component regu-

reported (Ali et al., 2009; Batovska et al., 2009; Buonassisi et al.,

lated by the genetic control of phenylpropanoid levels. In a recent

2017; Chitarrini et al., 2017).

study, chlorogenic acid was shown to inhibit germination and growth
as well as membrane permeabilization of pathogenic fungi (Martínez
et al., 2017). in vitro studies with p-coumaric acid indicated that a concentration of 10 ppm was sufficient to inhibit the growth of Phytium

4.4 | Major DMR locus likely confers resistance by
regulating the phenylpropanoid biosynthetic pathway

sp. and Corticium rolfsii (Tawata et al., 1996). Others showed that
coniferyl aldehyde may be a part of a mechanism for the restriction

We have thus applied a pseudo-testcross mapping strategy for the map-

of Melampsora lini on flax leaves and may represent an effective phy-

ping of DMR and phenylpropanoid associated markers and only found

toalexin for controlling fungal pathogens in the future (Keen &

major (on LG1) and smaller effect association (LG0) for both DMR and

Littlefield, 1979). A number of studies (Bourgaud et al., 2006; Mabry &

phenylpropanoids, indicating that the major contribution to resistance is

Ulubelen, 1980; Tiago et al., 2017) have shown that phenylpropanoid

mediated by these metabolites, in a heritable way. The putative protein

derivatives are able to protect plants against biotic infections by

kinases and phosphatases encoded within the scaffolds containing the

viruses, bacteria, or fungi. The resistance to the oomycete Plasmopara

associated markers could regulate the abundance of a number of phen-

viticola in grapevine was found to coincide with stilbenoid accumula-

ylpropanoids by phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of regulators of

tion, a subclass of phenylpropanoids (Figueiredo, Martins, Monteiro,

expression of phenylpropanoid producing enzymes or such enzymes

Coelho, & Pais, 2015; Malacarne et al., 2011). The role of lignification

directly.

and enzymes involved in the phenylpropanoid biosynthesis providing

The understanding of genetic inheritance patterns in hop remains

resistance has been investigated previously in other research (König

a major challenge and complicated the genetic analysis of DMR in this

et al., 2014; Langenbach, Campe, Schaffrath, Goellner, & Conrath,

study. Significant deviation from Mendelian segregation expectations

2013; Matros & Mock, 2004). Monolignols are essential for cell wall

in diverse mapping populations has been repeatedly reported in the

reinforcement and are well known to play a role in the plant's defence

past (McAdam et al., 2013; Seefelder, Ehrmaier, Schweizer, & Seigner,

response (Whetten & Sederoff, 1995).

2000). The segregation phenomena in hop are similar to segregation

Only cis-/trans-β-D-glucosyl-2-hydroxycinnamic acid was found to

distortion systems that are well described in other species known to

have a negative correlation with DMR in our study. Notably, this single

exhibit chromosomal rearrangements (Carr & Carr, 1983; Golczyk,

positively correlated phenylpropanoid differs from the other negatively

Massouh, & Greiner, 2014; Rauwolf, Golczyk, Meurer, Herrmann, &

correlated ones by being glycosylated, and it is located in a different

Greiner, 2008; Snow, 1960; Wiens & Barlow, 1975). Recent studies

branch of the phenylpropanoid pathway than the candidates with a pos-

by Zhang et al. (2017) and Easterling et al. (2018) provide evidence

itive DMR function. Glycosylated phenylpropanoids are often accumu-

that genomic regions are duplicated across the genome by transloca-

lated in the vacuole and provide a reservoir or a protected form for the

tion in hop. This translocation occurring in parents is differentially

aglycons, that is, the biologically active non-glycosylated compounds

carried on into their progeny, so each offspring may have unique

(Roy, Huss, Creach, Hawkins, & Neutelings, 2016), suggesting that only

genomic structures, resulting in map discrepancies and mis-ordering

the enzymatic conversion of this precursor to a phenylpropanoid will

of markers within linkage groups using recombination frequency as

form an active compound. Furthermore, glycosylation in A. thaliana may

genetic distance between markers. Furthermore, recombination sup-

play a role in maintaining a specific pool of pathogen-specific molecules

pression leads to very strong linkage disequilibrium across the genome

in the phenylpropanoid pathway (Langenbach et al., 2013).

because large complete blocks of genome may be barred from partici-

Testing of a cocktail of three phenylpropanoids showed that
external application of these compounds indeed leads to a protection

pation in recombination due to pairing incompetence caused by translocation structures (Golczyk et al., 2014).

of the plants against infection with P. humuli. These putatively prophy-

DMR in hops has been shown to be an inheritable and quantita-

lactic compounds led to reduced leaf infection in 10 highly susceptible

tive trait (Henning et al., 2015). Henning et al. investigated resistance

genotypes, thus validating their protective activity. Of course, we

to primary infection with downy mildew in hop, while our study

cannot estimate how much of the applied phenylpropanoids was

focused on the secondary infection event. This might be the reason

incorporated into the leaf and if there was already a toxic effect on

why different genetic markers and specialized metabolites associated

the pathogen on the leaf area, but transgenic plants with modified

with DMR were identified in the two studies. We found no significant

phenylpropanoid levels in biologically relevant amounts and distribu-

co-incidence of DMR marker between the two datasets (p = .5639).

tion may validate their role in defence in the future. However, this

Either the genes involved in these two events are different, or causa-

finding not only supports the abovementioned notion that DMR

tive genes between the two rather different populations are different.

occurs spontaneously in hop but also suggests that phenylpropanoid-

This could be clarified by shifting the crossing partners between the

mediated resistance against DM could be among the most powerful

populations.

mechanisms inherent to hop against this disease.

The untargeted metabolite profiling and genome-wide association

At a metabolic level, changes in primary and secondary metabo-

study contribute to a deeper understanding of the complex mecha-

lism were also found to be related to P. viticola interactions, and few

nisms of DMR in hop and provide substantial evidence for the

DOWNY MILDEW RESISTANCE IN HOP

interdependences of specified metabolites and plant defence. These
metabolic and genetic markers will increase breeding efficiency and
create new opportunities for improvement of this valuable crop,
reducing the amount of pesticides against DM.
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